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Abstract

Register Allocation is one of the most important problems in compiler optimization. It is also one of the most studied problems in compiler theory, and a vast number of different algorithms exist to solve it. Register Allocation can happen over a basic block (local register allocation), over a whole function/procedure (global register allocation), or across function boundaries traversed via call-graph (inter-procedural register allocation).

The objective of this technical paper is to give an overview of the Graph Coloring approach, and how it can be applied to perform Local Register Allocation.

The target audience for this paper would be Computer Science students studying Compiler Development, or Compiler Developers interested in understanding the Graph Coloring Algorithm for Register Allocation.
**Introduction**

*Register Allocation is the process of assigning a large number of target program variables onto a small number of CPU registers.*

The code generator generates intermediate code using as many temporaries as necessary. This simplifies and optimizes the code generation process. However, it complicates the final translation to assembly.

The register allocation problem is to rewrite the intermediate code to use fewer temporaries than there are machine registers. Its main focus is to assign more temporaries to a register without changing the program behavior. It directly reduces running time by converting memory access to register access. Accessing a register’s value will require very few clock cycles (most likely, just one). As soon as the memory is accessed, things get more complex. Cache controllers / memory buses get involved and the operation is going to take considerably more time. Therefore, register provides faster access time and thus, improves program efficiency. For example, consider the program

\[ a := b + c \]

The above program will be expanded to the intermediate code below:

```
LD r1, b  
LD r2, c  
ADD r0, r1, r2  
ST a, r0
```

Here, the LD (memory load) and ST (memory store) instructions will be executed for each iteration and hence it slows down the process. Since the value of the variables \( b, c \) and \( a \) are not changing with each iteration, LD/ST operation can be performed only once; the value will be saved in register for performing the operation as shown below:
Here, LD (memory load) and ST (memory store) will be performed only once during the loop execution, thereby improving program efficiency.
**Graph Coloring Approach**

The problem of Register Allocation can be viewed as a graph coloring problem. Suppose that we have ‘n’ available registers: r1, r2... rn; if we view each register as a different color, then the register allocation problem is equivalent to the graph coloring problem where we try to assign one of the ‘n’ different colors to the graph nodes. This way, no two adjacent nodes will have the same color.

If we view each node as a temporary and if there is no edge between the two nodes of a graph, then we can assign the same physical register to both of them.

On the other hand, if there is an edge between two nodes, then we should not assign the same physical register to the temporaries defined by them. This is because the values of both temporaries will be needed at the same point of time.

For example, as shown in the diagram below, there is no edge between mpde 2 and 3, thus both the nodes are colored with same color. Whereas, there is an edge between ‘1’ and ‘2’, thus both the nodes are colored differently.

![Graph](image)

*Note:*

*The number of colors available is equal to the number of physical registers. Each color represents a physical register.*

Let ‘N’ be the number of available physical registers. The approach is based on the following observation:

“If we remove a node from the graph that has a degree less than ‘N’, no matter how its neighbors are colored, there will be at least one color left for the node”

It means that if a virtual register ‘u’ has a degree less than ‘N’, then we will always have a physical register for it. But if a virtual register has a degree more than or equal to ‘N’, then there may or may not be a physical register available for it.

For example, consider the following interference graph:
Let’s assume we have only ‘2’ physical registers available. In this graph, the degree of each node is equal to the number of available physical registers, i.e. ‘2’. But this graph is not colorable with ‘2’ colors.

Now, consider one more graph:

Here too, the degree of each node is equal to the number of available physical registers i.e. ‘2’. But this graph is colorable with ‘2’ colors as shown below:

Thus, it is not necessary that if a node has a degree equal to or greater than the number of available registers, then the node is un-colorable.

So, first we find out all the nodes with a degree less than ‘N’ because these nodes will be 100% colorable and then remove these nodes from the graph. Removing a node from a graph will reduce the degree of all its adjacent nodes by ‘1’.

But, if a node has a degree more than or equal to ‘N’, then it can be or cannot be colorable, so we simply mark that its degree is more than ‘N’. We try to color the graph with these nodes, while also giving priority to the nodes having degrees equal to or more than ‘N’ registers.

Thus, we remove all the nodes with degrees less than ‘N’ one by one and push it on the stack. We use a stack because these are the nodes which will be a 100% colorable, so we can allocate registers to them.
in the end. We give priority to those registers having degrees equal to or more than ‘N’. If we are able to color them, it means we can color the complete graph.

Thus, we allocate physical registers to the virtual register in the inverse order they were removed from the graph.
Register Allocation Via Graph Coloring: Pre-requisites

Live Range of a Virtual Register:
*If a virtual register is defined at instruction “u” and it is last used at instruction “v”, then its live range will be {u, v-1}.*

The start point of the live range of a virtual register is the instruction where it is defined. The end point of the live range of a virtual register is the instruction preceding the instruction where it is last used. It means that the instruction where a virtual register is last used, is not considered as a part of the live interval. This is because it enables the reuse of the register in the same statement that last uses it.

For example, consider the following instructions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LOAD 21, [ARO]</th>
<th>LOAD 22, [AR1]</th>
<th>ADD 23, 21, 22</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Live range of '21'</td>
<td>Live range of '22'</td>
<td>Live range of '23'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the above example, the live range of 21 is {1, 2}, the live range of ’22’ is {2, 2}, and the live range of 23 is {3,3}. The live range of ‘21’ and ‘22’ are not interfering with live range of ‘23’.

Interference Graph
*An interference graph, Gr = (Vr, Er) can be defined as a set of vertices (Vr) and set of edges(Er), where:*

- Every vertex ‘v’ corresponds to an instruction that defines a new virtual register.
- There exists an edge between two vertices (‘u’ and ‘v’), if the live ranges of two virtual registers defined by instructions ‘u’ and ‘v’ intersect.

In this graph, the nodes represent virtual registers. An edge exists between two virtual registers if they are live at the same time. The interference graph is used for assigning registers to virtual registers. If two virtual registers do not interfere (i.e., there is no edge between these two virtual registers in the interference graph), then we can use the same physical register for both of them, thus reducing the number of registers needed. On the other hand, if there is a graph edge between two virtual registers, then we should not assign the same physical register to them, since this physical register needs to hold the values of both the virtual registers at one point of time. For example, consider the set of instructions below:
The interference graph will contain nodes corresponding to each instruction which is defining a new virtual register. For example, in the above code, each instruction 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are defining a new virtual register ‘21’, ‘22’, ‘23’, ‘24’ and ‘25’ respectively. Therefore, the interference graph corresponding to the above code will contain 5 nodes corresponding to each instruction.

If there is an instruction which is not defining any new virtual register, then no node will be created for that instruction. For example, “store” instruction will write the value of previously defined registers to memory. So, no node will be created for “store” instruction.

The interference graph corresponding to the above code will look like:

Here,
- There is an edge between ‘1’ and ‘2’ in the interference graph. This is because the live range of ‘21’ defined in instruction ‘1’ is interfering with live ranges of ‘22’ defined in instruction ‘2’. Similarly, we get the other edges in the graph.
- The number pointing by an arrow represents the virtual register defined by an instruction.

### Register Allocation Via Graph Coloring: Implementation

To perform register allocation via graph coloring, we need to complete the following steps:
- Step 1: Compute the Live Ranges of the virtual registers defined in a basic block
- Step 2: Construct the Interference Graph
- Step 3: Allocate physical registers to the virtual registers using the graph coloring approach
• Step 4: If the register allocation is successful, then return, else go for register spilling.

The flow of the algorithm will be as below:

Let’s understand each step in detail:

**Step1: Compute the Live Ranges of the virtual registers defined in a basic block**

**Algorithm**

1. Traverse the instructions one by one, starting from the first instruction of the basic block, till the last instruction of the basic block. For each instruction, repeat the following steps:
   - If an instruction is defining any virtual register, then we will update its Live Range Start as well as its Live Range End as current instruction index.
   - If an instruction is using any virtual register, then we will update its Live Range End as “current instruction index - 1”
   - If an instruction is redefining any virtual register, then we will update its LiveRangeEnd as “current instruction index - 1”

**Example**

Consider the following set of instructions:
Based on the above algorithm, the live range of these registers will be:

```
1. LOAD 21, [ar0] ;
2. LOAD 22, [ar1] ;
3. ADD 23, 22, 10 ;
4. ADD 24, 21, 21 ;
5. ADD 25, 23, 21 ;
```

Based on the above algorithm, the live range of these registers will be:

Step 2: Construct the Interference Graph as Adjacency List

Algorithm

Let 'N' be the number of virtual registers defined or used in a basic block.
1. Create nodes corresponding to each virtual register defined in a basic block.
2. For each virtual register 'u' in a basic block:
   a. For each virtual register 'v' such that 'v' is greater than 'u':
      i. If (Live Range End (u) >= Live Range Start (v) ) and (Live Range End (v) >=
         Live Range Start (u) )
      ii. Add an edge between 'u' and 'v'
   b. End For
3. End For

Example

On applying the above algorithm on the live ranges computed in Step1, the interference graph will be as follows:
**Representation of the Interference Graph**

The above graph can be implemented as an adjacency list. A node of an adjacency list will be as shown below:

![Interference Graph Data Structure](image)

The above node contains the following information:

- “Degree” to represent the degree of a node (virtual register) in the interference graph.
- “Pointer” points to the list of adjacent nodes (virtual registers) to the current node.
- “Next Node Pointer” points to other nodes (virtual registers) in a graph.

The number of nodes in the adjacency list is equal to the number of virtual registers used and defined in a basic block. The adjacency list representation of the interference graph constructed in step ‘2’ will be as shown below:
Step 3: Register Allocation via Graph Coloring Approach

Algorithm

1. Start searching in the adjacency list for a virtual register with a degree less than ‘N’ and greater than ‘-1’.
2. If such a virtual register is found, traverse the list of virtual registers adjacent to it and decrement the degree in the data structure for each of these adjacent virtual registers. Set the length for the chosen virtual register to ‘-1’. This helps to signify that it is no longer in the graph. Push the chosen virtual register into the stack.
3. Repeat the above two steps till the degree of all virtual registers is less than ‘0’, or no more virtual registers have a degree less than ‘N’.
4. If any virtual register has a degree greater than ‘N’ or equal to ‘N’, we mark this node for spilling. Set the length for the chosen virtual register to ‘-1’. Push the chosen virtual register into the stack.
5. If all the virtual registers have a degree less than “0”, then the graph is colored and we can stop. Pop the registers from the stack and allocate them physical registers. While allocating physical
registers, check the physical registers allocated to its adjacent registers, and then choose a physical register that is still free.

6. If no physical register is free, then go for register spilling.

**Example**

Assume we have ‘3’ physical registers available (GR0, GR1, and GR2)

Consider the interference graph constructed in step ‘2’.

1. **Start searching in the adjacency list for a virtual register with a degree less than ‘N’ and greater than ‘-1’.**

   The virtual register ‘22’ has degree ‘2’ i.e. less than ‘3’.

2. **If such a virtual register is found, traverse the list of virtual registers adjacent to it and decrement the degree in the data structure for each of these adjacent virtual registers. Set the length for the chosen virtual register to ‘-1’. This helps to signify that it is no longer in the graph. Push the chosen virtual register into the stack.**

The register adjacent to ‘22’ is ‘21’. We decrement the degree of ‘21’ and set the degree of ‘22’ as ‘-1’. Push ‘22’ into the stack. The modified data structure will be as shown below:
3. Repeat the above two steps till the degree of all virtual registers is less than ‘0’, or no more virtual registers have degrees less than ‘N’.
A The final data structure will be as shown below:
4. If any virtual register has a degree greater than ‘N’ or equal to ‘N’, we mark this node for spilling. Set the length for the chosen virtual register to ‘-1’. Push the chosen virtual register into the stack. This step is not valid as there are no more virtual registers left with a degree greater than ‘3’.

5. If all the virtual registers have a degree less than “0”, then the graph is colored and we can stop. Pop the registers from the stack and allocate them physical registers. While allocating physical registers, check the physical registers allocated to its adjacent registers, and then choose a physical register that is still free. Since all the virtual registers have a degree less than “0”, we will pop the virtual register from the stack and allocate registers one by one keeping their adjacent virtual register in mind.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virtual Register</th>
<th>Physical Register</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>GR0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>GR0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>GR1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>GR2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>GR0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. **If no physical register is free then go for register spilling.**
   This step is not applicable as the given interference graph is colorable using 3 colors.

   However, if any node is marked for spilling, we need to generate a store instruction (to store its value into memory) after its definition and a load instruction (to read its value from memory) before its usage. Spilling is a costly process. Therefore, spilling should be done optimally.

   Register spilling is in itself a vast topic to be discussed and hence will be considered in subsequent papers.
**Conclusion**

Register allocation is one of the most important problems in compiler optimization. It is also one of the most studied problems in compiler theory, and a vast number of different algorithms exist to solve it.

However, Graph coloring can be used to optimally perform register allocation. Each variable becomes a node in the graph. If two variables can’t reside in the same register, we add an edge between them. The coloring algorithm assigns colors so that no neighboring nodes receive the same color. If there is no node left uncolorable, then it will be marked for spilling.
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